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April L9,2022

Arthur Taylor, President
Families for America, lnc.
familiesforamerica@gmail.com

Re:

LRC Review

S.D. SEC. OFSIATE

of Proposed Constitutional Amendment Regarding Elections

Dear Mr. Taylor:

ln accordance with SDCL 72-f3-24 and 72-L3-25, the Legislative Research Council (LRC) is required to
review each initiated measure submitted to it by a sponsor for the purpose of determining whether the
measure is "written in a clear and coherent manner in the style and form of other legislation" and for the
purpose of ensuring that the "effect of the measure is not misleading or likely to cause confusion among
voters." Based on this review, the LRC provides written comments to the proposal's sponsor for the
purpose of assisting the sponsor in meeting these requirements. This includes providing "assistance . . .
to minimize any conflict with existing law and to ensure the [proposal]'s. . . effective administration."
While there is no obligation to accept any of the suggestions contained in this letter, including the edits
below, you are asked to keep in mind the legal standards established in sDCL 12-13-24 and !2-L3-25.
The purpose of a constitution

as to provide a basic structure within which a government can function. The
Constitution, in general terms, prescribes and limits the powers to be exercised by that government and
sets forth the rights of the governed. As submitted via e-mail on December 15, zozr, this proposal to
establish a chapter of the South Dakota Constitution would specify several measures that must be taken
in state elections. These are not general terms. For example, the five crimes prescribed in the draft would
be the first crimes specified in the Constitution. The Constitution is not a compilation of policy statutes
and as such, should not be amended to incorporate what ought to be statutory material. Doing so only
increases the risk of a successful challenge of this proposal, if approved, for failure to adhere to the single
subject rule. (Please review the case of Thom & Miller v. Bornett et al,2o2L s.D.65, 967 N.w.2d 261, for
more information on this concern.) Therefore, this office recommends that the proposed constitutional
provision be re-written so that it would amend the South Dakota Codified Laws as an initiated measure,
rather than ampact the South Dakota Constitution.

ln addition, there are several edits to the proposed text that this office encourages you to consider. We
recommend the edits for sake of clarity and to bring the proposed measure into conformance with the
style and form of South Dakota legislation. The latter is based upon the Guide to Legislative Drafting
ht 5: m
le lature.
a
L27LO2.
Should you have any questions about the
attached edits, or about the suggestions made in this letter, please feel free to contact this office. please
reference the enclosed, marked-up copy while reviewing the bulleted changes:
Generallv:
o Proposed catchlines were struck, reflecting the fact that catchlines are not law, but are indexing
that is set by the LRC's Code Counsel on authority delegated by law from the Code Commission.

Mr. Taylor
April 19,2022
Page 2

The LRc drafting manual reflects longstanding state practice by rejecting the federal drafting
convention whereby sections may be long and each paragraph of a section may be made a
subdivision. This is done for ease of understanding of discrete provisions. Accordingly, some of
the long sections provided have been reduced in size and organized to reflect individual topics.
The phrase "state-issued photo identification or a state-issued driver's license" was shortened to
"state-issued photo identification," as a South Dakota-issued driver's license is photographic

identification.
Unless specified below, the remaining edits are stylistic and intended to make the language more
concise and readily understood.

Section 4:

o

There are a number of practical concerns with this section. This section requires "all internet
connectivity" to "be discontinued at any polling place during the entire time votes are cast and
counted." With internet connectivity provided by smart phones, how will this be practically
enforced? lf votes must be by paper ballots and there is no machine counting, does this remain a
concern? Additionally, if poll workers can obtain information on vote totals by word-of-mouth,
does the fact that ''electronic sources of information" cannot provide the same information
impede potential bias?

Section 9:
This section establishes blanket liability protection for any photographing outside of a polling
station. There are several criminal offenses associated with photography that, per the plain
language of this provision, would receive a constitutional defense. This might not only include
harassment or stalking, but also invasions of privacy, child pornography, as well as more esoteric
crimes like misuse of identification cards.
Section 12:
This section requires that all votes, to be counted, must be reported within slx hours of the time
voting has closed. This would appear to prevent the ability to count provisional ballots or to have
canvassing boards correct issues, as provided in South Dakota law currently.

Section 14:

The plain language of this section allows the Legislature to "adjust or void any vote totals it
determines appropriate" as well as to "ignore any vote totals and exercise its right to appoint,,
presidential electors. This would likely be a violation of the Equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment.
Sections 18-21
These sections specify a class lll felony. A class lll felony is not recognized in south Dakota law.
This further underscores the problem of putting criminal acts in the Constitution. These provisions

require concepts cross-referenced from statute to operate. Constitutional provisions should not
rely upon subordinate aspects of law to function.

with regard to section 21, it is unclear what the phrase "causes ballots to
It is equally unclear how one can intentionally do so in good faith.

be adjudicated" means.
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Finally, this letter constitutes neither an endorsement of the initiated measure nor a guarantee of its
sufficiency' lt is a recognition that your responsibility to submit the draft proposal to the LRc for review
and comment, as required by sDcL 12-13-25, has been fulfilled. lf you proceed with the proposal, please
ensure neither your statements nor any advertising imply that this office has endorsed or approved
the
proposal.

Sincerely,

fu6{ur.*
Reed Holwegner

Director
RH/JM/ct
Enclosure

CC: Chris Curzon, ccurzong@gmail.com

The Honorable Charles McGuigan, Acting Attorney General
E6e Honorable Steve Barnett, Secretary of State
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